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הפיקוח על הוראת האנגלית

דגם תשובות לשאלון באנגלית, שאלון ה', (MODULE   E), מס' 016106, חורף תש"ע

PART I:  ACCESS  TO  INFORMATION  FROM  WRITTEN  TEXTS  (70 points)

END  OF  THE  LINE

* For misuse of pronoun, deduct 2 pts only ONCE per question. However, accept if the pronoun is used 
appropriately with quotation marks.
* For cases of ignoring the stem in answers requiring completions, consult the General Guidelines.
* 6 multiple choice out of 8 for HASHAD

1. ii)   [VB i] Who is interested in the subject.
vi)   [VB v] How it influences customers' opinions.

2x8=16

2. [From all the studies... we learn why people] are / get upset / annoyed by / get angry / 
infuriated / irritated when / complain about / hate to / don't like to stand in line. 

* without 'standing in line" = C3 = 3 pts off
* if entire answer or part of it relates to specific study rather than all studies, eg 'why people 

walk out before being served' = 0 pts

9

3. The longer people / customers wait, the worse they rate the service at the counter  / they get // 
...rate them / the businesses &  People / Customers (who are bored) walk out before being 
served. &  Businesses / They (may) lose / Losing customers

* Accept if copy relevant part from lines 4-6: 'Having to wait (actually) affects how people 
judge the service they finally get (at the counter): the longer they wait, the worse they rate 
it.'

* If write that the wait affects people's judgement but not how it affects it, eg 'Having to wait / It 
(actually) affects people's / customers' judgment of the service at the counter' = C3 = 2 pts 
off. 

NOTE: The answer can refer either to the businesses or the customers, but the question 
mentions the businesses. Therefore, if students don't specify explicitly who their answer is 
referring to (by using the word 'businesses' or 'people / customers'), mark as follows: Accept 
if it refers to the businesses  (eg 'They lose customers / Losing customers'). If it refers to the 
customers (eg 'The longer they wait, the worse they rate... counter' or 'Walking out before 
being served') = 2 pts off 

8

4. (By) Using / Having a single line (instead of / and not several). 
* Accept if answer refers specifically to airports, and / or if copy full sentence in lines 14-15: 

"Many airports... available counter"), or the relevant part ('Many airports... only a single 
one') 

* If copy only 'Many airports no longer have several lines' = C3 = 3 pts off 
&  People / Customers (can) take a number (and can even sit comfortably while they wait).
* If answer doesn't grammatically match the question - eg if write 'a single line' = L1 = 1pt off
* If copy 'Elsewhere customers take a number' = C2 = 1 pts off 

6
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5. (In an attempt / In order) To entertain (people / (the) customers)  // To keep people / them 

entertained / To keep people / them from getting bored / frustrated // To reduce (the) 

boredom / frustration (of / caused by standing in line).

* If copy lines 13-14: 'In an attempt to reduce the frustration of standing in line, numerous 

businesses are taking such findings into account' = 0 pts

8

6. iv)   [VB iii] What their purpose is. 8
7. i)     [VB ii]  The wait is shorter than expected. 8
8. iii)   [VB iv]  They don't solve the real problem. 7

PART  II:  ACCESS  TO  INFORMATION  FROM  SPOKEN  TEXTS  (30 points)
5 pts each; 1 pt off per item for serious grammar error. No pts off for spelling.

STAR  PARTIES

9. ii)    [VB i] Why they are called "parties".
iv)   [VB v] Who goes to them.

2x5=10

10. No (bright / street) lights // Being far away from the city  &  Going in early / late / the 
winter / November  &  (A) clear (accept: clean) sky / Good weather // No rain // It can't be 
held in bad weather
* Accept: 'It must take place at night'  

5

11. iii)   [VB iii]  They are very popular today 5
12. One of the following:

It is a competition  &  It takes place every year / once a year &  It is called / named after a 
French astronomer / Charles Messier  &  Thousands of people come / take part in it & 
Participants / People get a list of (a hundred) stars (that Messier discovered) / try / spend 
all / the night trying to find (100 / the) stars. &  It's an example of a star party

* If refer to the person rather than the event (eg 'he was an astronomer') = 0 pts
* If write 'start' instead of 'star', do not deduct if it is clear from the context that the student is 

referring to 'star' (eg 'It is an example of a start party'). But if 'start' is used incorrectly as a 
verb = 0 pts

5

13. iv)   [VB iii]  What he likes about star parties. 5
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אין להעתיק או לפרסם אלא ברשות משרד החינוך


